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Abstract. In this paper we use fixed point methods to model the be-
havior of a population of TCP flows traversing a network of routers im-
plementing either Drop Tail or the RED queue management policies. We
formulate a non-linear problem with the router average queue lengths as
unknowns. Once the average queue lengths are obtained, other metrics
such as router loss probability, TCP flow throughput, TCP flow end-
to-end loss rates, and average round trip time can be easily obtained.
Comparison with simulation for a variety of scenarios shows that the
model is quite accurate in its predictions.

1 Introduction

Networks and their workloads increase in size and complexity at an exponential
rate. Thus there is an increasing need for performance evaluation methodologies
that can keep up with rapid growth rate in network size. In particular, in the
last few years, peer-to-peer file sharing applications are generating an increasing
fraction of the traffic on today’s Internet. These applications use TCP proto-
col and hence it would be desirable to develop an analytical methodology that
could be used to evaluate the performance of large networks that support large
populations of TCP flows.

The literature on TCP performance is vast, with studies based on simu-
lations, measurements, and analytical models. In recent years, several research
groups aimed at modelling the TCP behavior with analytical paradigms, so as to
obtain more general and parametric results and achieving a better understand-
ing of the TCP behavior under different operating conditions. The development
of accurate models of TCP is difficult, because of the intrinsic complexity of
the protocol algorithms, and because of the complex interactions between TCP
and the underlying IP network. This makes the development of accurate model
for TCP an interesting problem for people involved in performance evaluation
researches. The TCP models that have appeared so far can be grouped in two
broad classes:

– models that assume the round trip time and the loss characteristics of the
IP network are know, and try to derive from them the throughput of TCP
connections;
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– models that assume only network parameters (such as network topology,
number of users, data rates, propagation delays, buffer sizes, etc.) are known,
and try to derive from them the throughput (and in some cases the delay)
of TCP connections, the round trip time, and the loss characteristics of the
IP network.

In both classes, models can either consider the case of finite and short-lived
TCP connections, as typical http transactions, or consider situations represent-
ing the transfer of extremely large files that typically characterize peer-to-peer
file sharing applications. A non-exhaustive list of references is [2, 3, 5, 11–14,4,
6, 7] and references therein.

In this paper TCP greedy sources are considered. The hypothesis of an in-
finite source of data can be supported by recent network measures [1] where
traces show that the dominant traffic observed by Internet Service Providers is
associated with peer-to-peer file sharing applications. Furthermore the increas-
ing spreading of high bandwidth connections to residential users contributes to
the sharing of large files typical of multimedia contents.

This paper addresses the problem of analyzing the behavior of a population
of TCP flows traversing a network of routers that implement the Drop Tail

queue management policy. This extension is important because although RED
routers have been produced and are being deployed, the FIFO discipline is still
the dominant queue management policy currently employed by Internet routers.

The paper extends the work presented in [5] where fixed point approxima-
tions have been used to model the behavior of a large population of TCP flows
traversing a network of routers implementing RED. In this case the problem
is formulated as a fixed point problem with the router average queue lengths
as unknowns. Once the average queue lengths are obtained, other metrics such
as router loss probability, TCP flow throughput, and TCP flow end-to-end loss
rates can be easily obtained.

In particular we show that the technique can be extended for computing
measures for networks of routers implementing Drop Tail queue management
policy as well as heterogenous scenarios where some of the routers implement
Drop Tail while other employ RED.

The balance of the paper is outlined as follows: Section 2 describes the fixed
point technique presented in [5] that originated our proposal. In Section 3 we
present the technique we developed to deal with routers implementing the Drop
Tail policy. Section 4 discusses the validation of the proposed approach by using
the ns-2 simulator and presents some numerical results that show the peculiari-
ties of the proposed technique. Section 5 discusses our current investigation and
outlines future developments.

2 The modelling approach and assumptions

In this section we summarize the fixed point approach presented in [5] that forms
the basis of our work.
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We first describe the model of the behavior of a large population of TCP flows
sharing a single congested router and then we present the extension to a network
of routers. We consider the case in which TCP flows are infinite in duration.
Consider a router v with transmission capacity Cv bits per second and buffer size
Bv bits and its probability discard function pv(xv) which takes as its argument
the average queue length of the router xv. The discard function of “gentle ”
variant of RED (G-RED) [8] is:

pv(xv)=
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where tmin, tmax and pmax are configurable parameters.
Assume that there are N flows, labelled i = 1, . . . , N traversing the router

v. We use the hypothesis that:

– in the absence of maximum rate constraint, each TCP flow traverses at least
one congested router (a router in which a flow suffers packet loss);

– each congested router is nearly fully utilized;
– each TCP flow exhibits a throughput that can be expressed as a function of

the end-to-end packet loss rate and average packet round trip time.

In the following we denote by T (q, R) the throughput of a TCP flow, where q
denotes the end-to-end loss rate and R the packet round trip time. In [5] two
expressions for T (q, R) have been considered and compared. In this paper we
use the expression that, in [5], exhibits a more accurate performance prediction:

Ti(qi, Ri)=M

(1−qi)

(
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qi
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where M is the packet size measured in bits and

W (q) = 2/3 + 2
√

(1 − q)/(3q) + 1/9;

Q(q, w) = min

{

1,
(1 − (1 − q)3)(1 + (1 − q)3(1 − (1 − q)w−3)

1 − (1 − q)w

}

;

F (q) = 1 + q + 2q2 + 4q3 + 8q4 + 16q5 + 32q6;

where W (q) is the expected window size at the time of a loss; Q(q, w) is the
probability that a packet loss is detected by a timeout; T0 is the latency of the
first timeout without back-off; F (q)/(1−q) is the expected number of times that
T0 is doubled. The formula of Equation (2) is derived in [13] using the concept
of “rounds” and under the assumption that losses in a round are correlated. In
[5] other further assumption have been made:
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– all the TCP flows traversing the single congested router v experience the
same loss probability which is introduced by the AQM router discard func-
tion, i.e. qi = pv(xv), for i = 1, . . . , N ;

– the expected round trip time of the i-th flow Ri can be expressed as Ri =
ai + xv/Cv, where ai accounts for the two ways fixed propagation delay
and the transmission times at router v. The second term corresponds to the
expected queue delay at the router v.

Since we have expressed qi and Ri in terms of xv we can write the expression of
the throughput of the i-th flow as Ti(xv), for i = 1, . . . , N . From them we can
write the following equation

N
∑

i=1

Ti(xv) = Cv. (3)

which can be solved (by using a fixed point solution method) to obtain xv. Once
xv is obtained we can derive average round trip time, average loss rate, etc.

2.1 Extension to a network

Let V be a collection of routers. Each router v ∈ V has a transmission capacity
of Cv bits per second, a buffer of Bv bits, and an AQM policy characterized by
a probability discard function, pv(xv), which takes as its argument xv. Consider
a workload of N TCP flows (i = 1, . . . , N). Let Vi = (ji,1, ji,2, . . . , ji,ni

) be the
ordered set of links (i.e., paths) taken by packets from flow i, where ji,m ∈ V ,
m = 1, . . . , ni and ni is the path length. It is useful to introduce Sv as the set of
TCP flows that traverse router v, and Vi(u) =

(

ji,g(i,u), . . . , ji,ni

)

be the portion
of the path from router g(i, u), the next router after u in the path of the i-th
flow. We denote by x the vector whose components are the the queue router
lengths. The generalization of the average round trip time is given by

Ri(x) = ai +
∑

v∈Vi

xv

Cv

. (4)

The combined loss seen by the i-th flow is given by

qi = 1 −
∏

v∈Vi

(1 − pv(xv)). (5)

Equation (2) can be used also for computing the throughput of a TCP flow
traversing a network of routers. Since we can express qi and Ri in terms of x we
can write the throughput of the i-th flow as Ti(x), for i = 1, . . . , N .

We now give the equations that describe the behavior of x. Let S ⊆ V denote
the set of congested routers. Let Tj,v(x) be the rate at which packets from flow j

leave the congested router v, with v ∈ S. we have that
∑

∀j ∈Sv

Tj,v(x) = Cv from

the assumption that a congested router is fully utilized. We can relate Tj,v(x)
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and Tj(x) as follows. Tj(x) is the rate at which packets belonging to the j-th
flow arrive at its destination after traversing the routers on its path Vj(v). The
fraction of packets belonging to flow j that leave router v and are dropped is

∏

u∈Vj(v)

(1 − pu(xu)) therefore we have that Tj(x) = Tj,v(x)
∏

u∈Vj(v)

(1 − pu(xu));

thus, we can write the following set of equations:

∑
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= Cv v ∈ S, (6)
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< Cv v ∈ V − S.

In [5] the authors discuss about the uniqueness of the solution in the case of
single congested router.

3 Extension to the drop-tail policy

The drop-tail policy can be represented resorting to a different characterization
for the packet loss probability. In particular, we approximate the behavior of a
drop-tail buffer by means of a M/M/1/K queue, where the output rate corre-
sponds to the link capacity C, the maximum queue occupancy K corresponds to
the link buffer size B, and the input rate is unknown. We know (see [9]) that the
probability of having i customers into an M/M/1/K queue p(i), when arrival
rate is λ and service rate µ is:

p(i) =
1 − λ/µ

1 − (λ/µ)
K+1

(

λ

µ

)i

. (7)

For a given mean queue length x, we search for an input rate λx such that the
mean queue length of the considered M/M/1/K is exactly x, that is, we look
for a solution λx of the equation:

x =
λx/C − (K + 1) (λx/C)

K+1
+ K (λx/C)

K+2

(1 − λx/C)
2

1 − λx/C

1 − (λx/C)
K+1

. (8)

Solving the previous equation (as function of λx) is not an easy task, but we can
find λx numerically, by using the monotonicity property of the average queue
length with respect to the arrival rate. When λx is obtained we can derive the
loss probability (i.e., the probability that there are K customers in the queue).
This manipulation allows qi and Ri to be expressed is terms of the average queue
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length xv of a congested Drop Tail router and then we can use Equation (2) to
derive the throughput of the i-th flow. The fixed point derivation, in case of a
single congested Drop Tail router, follows the same reasoning presented in [5]
and summarized in previous section.
We have to point out that the difference with respect to the method presented
in [5] is in the computation of the router loss probability, that in case of Drop
Tail router is obtained by the help of a M/M/1/K queueing model. In this case,
the derivation of the router loss probability requires a numerical inversion of
Equation (8).

The extension to a network of Drop Tail routers follows the same reasoning
used in [5] for networks of RED routers.

In particular the average round trip time is given by Equation (4), the com-
bined loss seen by the i-th flow is given by

qi = 1 −
∏

v∈Vi

(1 − pv(xv)),

where pv(xv) is the G-RED discard function (Equation (1)) if router v imple-
ments the RED queue management, and it is the loss probability of a M/M/1/K
queueing models (computed numerically).

4 Numerical analysis

In this section we validate the proposed method by comparison of the router loss
probabilities obtained using our technique against simulation results in different
network scenarios; subsequently, we show the potentialities of the approach by
using the technique to evaluate the impact of several network parameters on a
complex heterogenous network scenario.

We performed a set of experiments under several different network conditions
using the ns-2 simulator [10]. We simulated TCP Reno connections with fixed
packet size equal to 1, 000 bytes; we used T0 = 1s (see Equation (2)) for all the
scenarios we present. In the following, for each router Rv, we denote by Cv the
transmission capacity (in Mbps), by Dv the one-way propagation delay (in ms),
by Bv the buffer size (in packets), by xv the average queue length (in packets),
and by pv(xv) the loss probability.

All the results presented in this section have been computed on a 1.5 GHz
Pentium IV machine equipped with 1 GB of main memory and running the Linux
operating systems. Each model solution requires a CPU time ranging from less
than one second to a few seconds depending on the number of TCP flows and
on the number of links. The simulation experiments require substantially more
time (usually a few minutes). We also point out that the algorithm converges
usually in less than a thousand of iterations for an accuracy of 10−10 and has
been observed to converge to local minimum only in very rare cases.
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Fig. 1. The N TCP flows sharing a single link (a); the N1, N2, and N3 TCP flows
sharing the two links (b); the tandem network with 4 routers and a variable number
of exterior nodes (c).

4.1 Model Validation

We validated the model predictions by analyzing different network topologies:
a single link, a tandem network composed by two links, and a tandem network
composed by three links. We performed numerous experiments by considering
different values for buffer sizes, link capacities, and traffic load, i.e., the number
of TCP flows traversing the network.

The single link case. The first scenario we consider is depicted in Figure 1(a).
In this set of experiments we consider N TCP flows sharing a common link
and different network settings by varying the link transmission capacity, the
buffer size, and different number of TCP flows. We run the experiments for N =
5, . . . , 150, for B = 128, B = 256, and B = 512, different transmission capacity
ranging from 1 Mbps to 45 Mbps. Each individual TCP flow i is characterized by
a different round trip time obtained by varying the two-way propagation delay
ai in the following manner: ai = (2i + 2D0)ms.

Due to the lack of space we only present in Figure 2, the router loss prob-
ability for C0 = 2 Mbps, D0 = 10 ms and for two values of the buffer size, i.e,
B0 = 128 and B0 = 256.
The same accuracy level have been obtained for all the experiments we per-
formed.

The accuracy for the loss probability is extremely good for values greater than
5 · 10−3 that represent reasonable values for realistic network scenarios.
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Fig. 2. Loss probability for C0 = 2Mbps, B0 = 128 (upper plot), and B0 = 256 (lover
plot)

The two links tandem case. We performed an extensive validation also for the
scenario depicted in Figure 1(b), i.e., the two links tandem case. In particular, we
explored cases of homogeneous scenarios (same transmission capacities C0 = C1,
same buffer sizes B0 = B1, and same one-way link propagation delay D0 = D1),
as well as cases of heterogeneous scenarios.
Again, we only present validation results for a subset of the experiments we per-
formed since the accuracy level we obtained are similar in all cases.
As for the single link case, each individual TCP flow is characterized by a differ-
ent round trip time obtained by varying the propagation delay in the following
manner: each of the N1 flows is characterized by ai = (2i + 2(D0 + D1))ms
(i = 1, . . . , N1), each of N2 flows is characterized by aj = (2j + 2D0)ms
(j = 1, . . . , N2), and each of N3 flows is characterized by ak = (2k + 2D1)ms
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(k = 1, . . . , N3).
Figure 3 presents the router loss probability for the two link scenario with
C0 = 4 Mbps, C1 = 1 Mbps, B0 = 256, B1 = 128, D0 = D1 = 10 ms, and
N1 = 1, 2, . . . , 100, N2 = N3 = 10.
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Fig. 3. Loss probability for C0 = 4 Mbps, C1 = 1 Mbps, B0 = 256, B1 = 128,
D0 = D1 = 10 ms, router 0 (upper plot), and router 1 (lower plot)

All the experiments for the two links case confirm that the model accuracy
for the routers loss probability agrees with simulation results for values greater
than 5 · 10−3.

A heterogeneous scenario. We performed several validation experiments for the
three links tandem case (Figure 1(c)). In this case we also investigated the ac-
curacy of the proposed technique in the case of a heterogeneous scenario where
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two queues implement Drop Tail while another queue employs RED.
Also in this case we only present validation results for a subset of the experiments
we performed since the accuracy level we obtained are similar in all cases. In par-
ticular we provide some numerical results for the scenario where the routers R0

and R1 implement Drop Tail, while the router R2 implements RED. The queue
associated with router R2 implements the G-RED active queue management
policy (the “gentle ” variant of RED [8]) with the following control parameters:
pmax = 0.1, tmin = 42, tmax = 113 (see Equation (1)). We set up five classes of
TCP flows having different routes. We denote as Ni the number of TCP flows
belonging to the i-th class (for i = 1, . . . , 5). The TCP flows of the first class
traverse all three links, i.e., they start from exterior nodes connected to router
R0 and reach exterior nodes connected to router R3. The TCP flows belonging
to the second class traverse only the first link, i.e., the link that connects router
R0 and R1. The flows of the third class traverse the links that connect router R1

to router R4; the flows of the fourth class traverse the link that connects router
R2 to router R3; while the flows of the fifth class traverse the link that connects
router R3 to router R4 (see Figure 1(c) for details). The network is configured in
such a way that all routers are congested. Each individual TCP flow is charac-
terized by a different round trip time obtained by varying the propagation delay
in the following manner:

– aj1 = (2j1 + 2(D0 + D1 + D2)) ms, j1 = 1, . . . , N1;
– aj2 = (2j2 + 2D0) ms, j2 = 1, . . . , N2;
– aj3 = (2j3 + 2(D1 + D2)) ms, j3 = 1, . . . , N3;
– aj4 = (2j4 + 2D1) ms, j4 = 1, . . . , N4;
– aj5 = (2j5 + 2D2) ms, j5 = 1, . . . , N5.

Figure 4 present the loss rate for the scenario with C0 = 4 Mbps, C1 = 1 Mbps,
C2 = 1 Mbps, B0 = 256, B1 = 128, B2 = 256, D0 = D1 = D2 = 10 ms,
N1 = 1, 2, . . . , 100, N2 = N3 = N4 = N5 = 10. The router R2 implements the
G-RED active queue management.
Also in this case we note that the experiments for the three links case confirm
that the model accuracy for the routers loss probability agrees with simulation
results for values greater than 5 · 10−3.

4.2 An example of network planning

After an extensive validation of the modelling technique we show its potentialities
by analyzing the three links tandem case (Figure 1(c)) in a simplified example
of network planning. We considered the network as a section of an Internet
backbone crossed by a fixed traffic load obtained by setting N1 = N4 = 80 and
N2 = N3 = N5 = 10. The buffer size, one-way propagation delay, and capacity
of the scenarios we evaluated are reported in Table 1 (top rows).

We then used the technique we developed to evaluate the impact on router
measures (router loss probability and average queue length) and on connec-
tion performance (throughput, round trip time, and loss probability) of different
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upgrading of the hardware of router R1 and of link C1; in particular, we hypoth-
esized to upgrade the size of buffer B1 from 128 (scenario 1) to 512 (scenario
2), and to increase the capacity of link C1 from 1 Mbps (scenario 1) to 4 Mbps
(scenario 4) and 10 Mbps (scenario 5). It can be noted from data in Table 1 (that
only reports performance for the connection with the shortest physical propa-
gation delay in each class) that the beneficial impact of increasing the buffer
size B1 reflects only on the router loss probability that drops from 0.28712 to
0.11135. On the contrary, throughput of connections of classes N1, N3, and N4

drops and round trip time grows as a consequence of increasing the queueing
delay in router R1; for the remaining traffic classes throughput improves and
round trip time drops taking advantage of the worse performance of connections
crossing router R1.

Increasing the capacity of link C1 yields opposite results: the throughput of
connections crossing router R1 increases at least linearly when increasing the
capacity of C1 from 1 Mbps (scenario 1) to 4 Mbps (scenario 4) and 10 Mbps
(scenario 5); connections in traffic classes N2 and N5 suffer from the better
performance of competing connections and experience a drop in throughput and
a rise in the loss probability.

The technique can be used also to obtain results on the impact of hardware
failures. We evaluated the replacement of link C1 whose propagation delay is 10
ms (scenario 3) with a backup link whose propagation delay is 200 ms (scenario
1). Increasing the propagation delay has two opposite effects on the connection
throughput:

– it must decrease because the overall round trip time has increased, and
– it must increase since the loss probability has decreased.

The combined effect of these two competing changes results in almost no change
in the throughput of connections crossing R1. Connections from classes N2 and
N5 had a marginal decrement in their throughput values.

5 Conclusions and future works

In this paper we presented a fixed point based technique for the analysis of
the behavior of a network populated by a large number of greedy TCP flows
that extends to Drop Tail buffers the technique presented in [5], so to consider
networks of routers implementing heterogeneous queue management policies.
The technique is based on the exploitation of results obtained for the analysis
of M/M/1/K queues. In particular, a relation between the average queue oc-
cupancy and the customer loss probability is numerically obtained allowing to
write equations for the router buffer length. The technique has been validated in
case of a single Drop Tail buffer and in the case of a two-links tandem network in
both homogeneous and non-homogeneous scenarios. Furthermore the technique
has been successfully validated for a heterogeneous scenario composed of both
Drop Tail and G-RED buffers. A simplified network planning and failure analysis
has been presented to show the potentialities of the approach.

Further research activities are ongoing and refer to:
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Scenario s.1 s.2 s.3 s.4 s.5
Capacity {10, 1, 10} {10, 1, 10} {10, 1, 10} {10, 4, 10} {10, 10, 10}

(Mpbs)

Delay {10, 200, 10} {10, 200, 10} {10, 10, 10} {10, 200, 10} {10, 200, 10}
(msec)

Buffer size {256, 128, 256} {256, 512, 256} {256, 128, 256} {256, 128, 256} {256, 128, 256}
(packets)

Router Measures
p0 0.00601 0.00561 0.00576 0.00666 0.00851
p1 0.28712 0.11135 0.31706 0.10906 0.03817
p2 0.00592 0.00561 0.00574 0.00666 0.00922
x0 (packets) 148.02293 144.65608 145.95905 153.06851 165.50211
x1 (packets) 125.51713 504.01927 125.84607 119.83083 103.51189
x2 (packets) 147.19022 144.65593 145.77777 153.10782 169.69428

Connection Measures
Class1 (R0, R1, R2, R3)
Throughput (Kbit/sec) 5.74 5.69 5.74 22.0 47.51
RTT (ms) 1684.30 4707.60 1304.15 928.6 794.96
Ploss 0.295 0.121 0.324 0.12 0.055
Class2 (R0, R1)
Throughput (Kbit/sec) 982.21 1046.66 1021.14 894.13 712.62
RTT (ms) 142.41 139.72 140.76 146.45 156.40
Ploss 0.006 0.0056 0.0057 0.0066 0.0085
Class3 (R1, R2, R3)
Throughput (Kbit/sec) 6.17 6.02 6.19 25.83 63.68
RTT (ms) 1545.88 4571.87 1167.39 786.14 642.56
Ploss 0.291 0.116 0.32 0.115 0.047
Class4 (R1, R2)
Throughput (Kbit/sec) 6.66 6.38 6.72 30.97 93.22
RTT (ms) 1408.13 4436.15 1030.76 643.66 486.80
Ploss 0.287 0.111 0.317 0.109 0.038
Class5 (R2, R3)
Throughput (Kbit/sec) 997.7 1046.66 1024.64 893.48 660.66
RTT (ms) 141.75 139.72 140.62 146.48 159.75
Ploss 0.0059 0.0056 0.0057 0.0066 0.009

Table 1. Network parameters, router measures, and connection performance for five
different scenarios of network topology in Figure 1(c).

– extension of the fixed point method to other AQM policies;
– evaluation of alternative equations and/or models for the TCP congestion

window characterization;
– extension to more general network topologies.
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Fig. 4. Router loss probability for the heterogeneous scenario where C0 = 4 Mbps,
C1 = 1 Mbps, C2 = 1 Mbps, B0 = 256, B1 = 128, B2 = 256 (G-RED)


